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The home of the first RPG to combine real-time strategy (RTS) and action RPG in one game. RPG game with real-time battle actions Real-time action RPG Any battle action is possible in this game Unique online online element Stealth battle action where players and enemies see each other Play with friends and strangers A different story every time you play
Story of people who live between the past and the present Intro Welcome! This guide is about the game: Rise of Tarnished Prince! Rise of Tarnished Prince (RIP) is a fantasy action RPG in which you battle other players. In the game, you battle with players who have a different role than yours in a special battle action. Table of Contents In order to make this
guide shorter, I will not explain the details of specific elements of the game. However, the information in the text will be a good introduction to the game, and anything that might be a spoiler in the pictures will be indicated with a spoiler tag. ------------- ● Terms used in this guide ● Players ● Monsters ● Classes ● Equipment ● Unit ● Skill ● Daily Quest ●
Tower ● Action ● Skill ● Unit ● Spell ● Activation ● Marker ● Skell (skill) ● Spell ------------ ● Players Player Characters (PCs) Your player character is the main character, who can learn new skills and items in advance, and chooses the battle actions that you perform. There are two other classes: Blackheart and Lamia Blackheart The generic main character, a
muscular fighter, a fighter who can use the technique of many different sorts of arms Lamia The user of a skill called "Soul Eclipse" If one Lamia uses its skill, the other will become "Soul Eclipse" to join as a partner. "Soul Eclipse" can be used only in this battle action. The battle action that occurs is called "Soul Eclipse". After that, the battle action dissolves,
and the pair of players can freely choose battle actions. White Knights White Knights are knights that heal the souls of their allies and revive them. The main class of the White Knight is the White Knight, and other classes include Blackheart Knights and Black Lamia Knights. White Knights and Black Lamia Knights must first
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Elden Ring Features Key:
Online mode (Asynchronous): Play together and check out each others' characters!
Synchronization: From where there is freedom, you can play the same game as others seamlessly.
Rich and multidimensional dungeon environments: Dungeon levels are breathtaking and intricate.
Character Creation: Equip weapons and armor, and much more, according to your play style.
Content Pass System: Collect, trade, and purchase a variety of items from other players, and you can add advantages to your character.
Online Battle: Experience the thrill of "online battle" with your fellow adventurers.
Local/Online Battle: Challenge dangers together, or go head to head with your friends!

Due to the large scale of the world and many optional activities and scenarios, it is difficult to go through every single dungeon, but, by following a road to adventure, you can explore the lands of the Lands Between and get stronger.

In addition, the more devoted you become to your journey and your friends, the more growth and rumble in your adventure you will have. 

As this is a Fantasy Action RPG, it features the "Upgrade your weapon with better stats" system. By leveling up your character, you can change the stats of your weapon, increasing its strength as you progress. There are a variety of weapon slots that you can insert weapons in. Each weapons has three different stats – "attack", "defense", and "magic". By choosing
different combinations of these stats, you can use a weapon that suits your style. 

In addition to becoming stronger with your weapons, you can also obtain various items, enhance your elemental magic, and take advantage of items and bonuses by winning the Battles of the Abyss.

Wurm Online have been working on the game for a long time, but we are actively monitoring your opinions and suggestions, asking for help when required, and asking for feedback while running a beta test. 

We are going to make any necessary adjustments to the game and give feedback on the feedback that we collect. 

We hope you enjoy playing Wurm Online. 
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